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The Educational Consultant and Open Education
Sheldon L. Schmidt

Providing services to elementary schools
engaged in Open Education forces an educational
consultant to function in a different manner than
is characteristic of the typical school consultantship. The focus of this paper is on some of
the difficulties/challenges Open Education poses
for the university consultant. In order to
establish a context, however, I need to connnent
briefly on the more typical situation in which a
consultant is asked to provide assistance.
Much of the thrust in recent efforts at educational reform in schools aims at bypassing the
unpredictability of the "person" who is administrator, teacher or student. One example of this
direction is the packaging of materials and
directions for their use, including what the
teacher is to say, which serves to reduce the
teacher to an intermediary between external
developers and children. These "teacher proof"
instructional programs typically include mechanistic descriptions of behaviors and/or competencies that, from my point of view, lessen the
level of connnitment teachers must make to the
children. But for the university consultant who
is asked to assist teachers and schools with such
efforts, the tasks are straightforward and specific--more effective/efficient instructional
packages, computer hookups to make the matching
of students and materials on some pre-arranged
schedule less cumbersome, etc. School projects
related to such issues as new organizational patterns, textbook selections and efforts at
increasing teacher skills in individualizing
instruction also provide a specific focus so
that a consultant can easily organize a task
analysis and ultimately provide concrete
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suggestions without ever having to become deeply
involved in all aspects of a school.
Open education efforts, at least in my own
-experience, never provide the consultant with
such a simple task. The requests for services
are usually more generalized. For example, "We
would like to begin opening up our school(s).
Can you help us?" In a school moving in more
open directions, administrative leaders and
teachers assume much greater professional and
personal risks than have been characteristic
in past innovative efforts in schools. Support
is critical, and the consultant must be prepared
to provide a good deal of it. And, because the
general public viewed so much of the 1950's and
60's innovation simply as "repackaging" of the
same basic product, there is an unpredictability
in the response of the students, parents and community once they learn that things might really
be different this time around! Finally, definitional problems· in open education are inunense
and difficult to resolve.
The curr ent thrust in open education asks
the schooling component of society to become more
inclusive. Passing on the content and "necessary"
skills of the present culture is hardly enough.
How the teacher teaches and how the student learns
become as important to the ends of education as
what is taught. Teaching a child to read is a
very important function of the school. But much
of the real value in knowing how to read is lost
if the child who can read reads only reluctantly,
or reads only when he has a specific reading
assignment to do. If the process of instruction
has precluded the development of a life-long
reading habit, the reading skill will be useful
only during the schooling years when teachers
are making assignments. Much of a person's
potential for learning, through reading, in the
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adult years has been cut off. Who the teacher is
and his/her openness to validating/supporting the
child's individual growth-as-person teaches as
much, adds as much to the instructional setting,
as all of the instructional materials used. If
the teacher is someone who can recognize and
appreciate the individual interests and goals
of the child, he/she will find numerous opportunities to foster these interests and goals as
a regular part of what the child does during any
school day. The teacher will seek to make a significant part of the classroom instruction openended, so that the children begin at similar
starting points and cover much content together,
while at the same time providing individual children time and assistance to extend the starting
points in any number of directions. The process
of organizing instruction is really the prerogative and responsibility of the professional(s)
involved. But students and parents do have a
right to be involved in evaluating instructional
processes.
Are the demands of open education justifiable? I think so. The historical charge to
States that they provide for the education of
their citizens must be coupled with the rights
of all citizens to a personally meaningful life,
to liberty that includes freedom from an intellectual captivity, and to the pursuit of happiness which is individually and responsibly
defined. The schools are being asked, in
essence, to assist citizens in a movement away
from the "melting pot" society (everyone becoming more the same rather than different) to a
more pluralistic society that builds on an individual's strengths and potential, individually
perceived, defined and valued. Translated into
specific changes needed in the schools this means
that the schools should increase the demand for a
captive, nonthinking audience; a narrowly defined,
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standard curriculum; and a standard, expected,
achievement level for all. The latter, for example, is the only logical reason for the continued
use of comparative letter (A,B,C) grading. The
school must decrease the amount of time parents
and children are locked into its schedule and/or
promote a multiplicity of school settings where
a wide variety of individual goals can be achieved.
For schools that are serious about moving in
more open directions ("open" means more than
architecturally open spaces), the problems are
many and, because they are all interconnected,
they defy a piecemeal solution. Because ·of this
need to deal with the total school setting, consultants must become an integral part of the
school, establishing an internal role rather
than an external "bring-your-solution" role.
Even the word "consultant" seems inappropriate
as an internal role is assumed. "Consultant"
suggests someone who has the answer(s).
"Advisor" or "resource colleague" are terms
used by the Center for Teaching and Learning
and, hopefully, suggest a person equipped to
help school personnel arrive at solutions to
problems that are appropriate to the total
setting of that particular school. "If you
are not committed to reexamining every aspect
of the school and your personal practices, possibly you should reconsider thinking about open
education" might be the first statement made by
a consultant in open education to the persons
requesting his/her services.
Where does a consultant (advisor/resource
colleague) begin?
1. The consultant performs a disservice if
he/she comes to the relationship with a predetermined expectation about what specific methods
and materials are to be used by the teachers or a
particular organizational pattern that needs to be
instituted in the school. There is no one best
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way _!Q_ teach anything except as we are willing
to consider one teacher in relationship with one
child and in the context of the particular
instructional setting(s) available. The same is
true for organizational patterns as they relate
to administrators and faculty.
Lest I be misunderstood, I do have preferences for specific materials and methods to be
used in curriculum areas such as math, reading,
science, social studies, etc. But schools can
become more open, more responsive to children,
without using .!!!Y. particular preferences!
What is important is that the consultant
become well enough acquainted with the current
practices of the teachers involved in the project to help them build from where they are and
that teachers and administrators engage in an
honest reassessment of what they are currently
about. Where you begin in the process of making
the schooi more open is not as important as
beginning where there is consensus that something
can and ought to be done. The consultant has an
obligation to take a leadership position in pointing out the interrelationships between all that
goes on in the school, but to push personal solutions is counter-productive. Encouraging a particular teacher to throw away his/her basic textbook and teacher's manual may be ultimately
justifiable, but if all of the supports are taken
away at once the teacher's security may also be
taken away. If the teacher is secure in much of
what he/she is already doing, many positive steps
can be taken in interpersonal relationships
between teacher and child, in evaluation and
grading practices, in broadening offerings of
the classroom and school, in approaches to disciplinary practices, and in supplementing existing basal materials that will lead to a more
open climate in the school. These positive
steps can provide a sufficiently secure base for
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the teacher to alter, at a later time, other
practices that prevent further growth.
The goal is to help teachers develop alternatives, not to change everything immediately;
much of what already exists in the school may
well be one alternative. So much of educational
change has simply led to a wholesale conversion
of entire schools from one closed system to
another, and then to another! The flip-flops
and all-or-nothing changes have simply served
to confuse and discourage the participants
involved. If the school is to be "open," the
potential for a variety of methods, materials
and organizational patterns existing under the
same roof must be encouraged. Even the socalled alternative schools that have sprung up
err when they provide only one "alternative"!
Few children are served optimally if they are
in a completely free setting all day long, just
as few children are served optimally if they are
in a rigidly structured, formal setting all day
long. Educators have been depressingly slow in
coming to an appreciation/understanding of Dewey's
warnings about dichotomies.
In light of what has been said above, two
additional precautions must be stated: a) that
the goal is not to make all open schools alike
either visually, organizationally or in their
curriculum offerings, orb) that any one school
necessarily be the same from one year to the next.
An open school is never something that is, period!
It never progresses to a final form tha~can be
canned and opened in its identical form the next
year. An open school is dynamic, maintaining a
capaciyy to remain flexible and responsive to new
needs and demands of professionals and patrons
alike.
2. The educational consultant in an open
education project will need (at least I have
always needed) the services of a co-consultant
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who is able to deal with the personal dynamics of
an open school setting. One key factor in such
projects involves establishing more open personal/
group connnunication channels to deal with the very
real problems that arise because of differences in
philosophical goals and basic methodological
approaches to education. As long as schools are
closed systems, communication needs to flow effectively in only one direction, from the top down.
Once a system is opened it is imperative that more
horizontal communication channels be established.
Most professional educators at the elementary
school level were not prepared to deal with the
conflict and personality problems that invariably
arise in settings where practice is undergoing
serious reexamination. Most educational consultants, myself included, are equally unprepared.
In one long-term school relationship in which I
have been the educational consultant, I had an
opportunity to work first with a psychiatrist
from the Menninger Foundation in Topeka, Kansas,
and later a school psychologist from the Center
for Teaching and Learning faculty. Their contributions were as significant to positive change
in the five schools involved as anything I was
able to do. To ignore the personal growth problems participants need to - deal with is untenable.
Many university departments of education and some
state departments of public instruction are becoming aware of the real need and potential of "human
relations" personnel. Good people, able to work
in the human relations area with school personnel,
are increasingly available and should be brought
into the consultation process.
3. School systems moving toward more open
learning environments need informed parent groups
supporting them. The parents must also be brought
into the decision-making process. The consultant
has an obligation to not only point out the need
but also to assist in the establishment of a
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parent advisory group. My experience with parents
who are a part of the governance process in the
Center for Teaching and Learning, parents who are
involved in the classrooms of Center for Teaching
and Learning Masters Interns, and the parent's
groups involved in national Follow Through efforts
suggests that it is no easy task. However, simply
stated, the potential contributions of parentsare
so great that schools determined to move in more
open directions cannot ignore them. Schools cannot really bring about basic changes without the
support of informed parent groups.
4. Finally, the consultant should have as
his final goal for a project a school/community
nucleus of people who continue the self-renewal
process. The professional staff and parent's
groups should be committed to looking inward for
answers to what is needed in their school, for
solutions to their identified problems. There
may well be a need for some outsiders who have
special skills that can contribute to growth in
an individual school, but, ultimately, the school
must depend on the strength of its internal members if programs are to remain vital.

